
PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGER

Meet Trevor Hughes. Trevor is the school business manager (SBM) at William Farr C of E Comprehensive School in
Lincoln. He oversees most aspects of the.

I chose to take a year out after my A-Levels to gain some true life experience away from the security net of
full time education I have just graduated with my Diploma of School Business Management DSBM , which
gave me some fantastic skills, such as critical analysis, strategic management and managing school
improvement. I feel the three most important points I learnt so far from my work experience, is firstly the
ability to understand what drives a business, and the processes needed to help resolve any barriers to continued
growth and profitability. My family has given me the opportunity to further myself in achieving my goals
Human Resources Personal Statement I am currently working full time as an administrator in a Hospital in my
gap year after sixth form. So what does a school business manager do? Business and Management Personal
Statement Have you ever climbed a mountain meters high? Business and Management Personal Statement
Ever since I can remember, I recall always wanting to organise everyone and give them certain tasks to do. We
hope this sample Management personal statement has been helpful and given you some ideas. I choose these
as they are subjects that I both perform well in and which also interest me Business and Management Personal
Statement "We don't need to take this analysis any further, especially since the client isn't paying for
additional work. My long-term goal is to practice as a Human Resource Manager. Outside of my studies and
job, I enjoy reading, cooking and going to the gym. Originally I trained as an accountant in the petroleum and
oil industry â€” a world away from school business management! I consider my key strengths to be; an ability
to make analytical judgements, people management, making decisions, assessing business situations and
identifying important points. Business and Management Personal Statement I have always been interested in
businesses and how they operate, as well as being fascinated by other languages and cultural differences My
passion for the subject increased when I chose business studies as part of my main education at school Whist I
was growing up I have been actively taking part in the running of the business. Use their career site or
webpage to get to know their values and priorities. However the thing that excites me the most about business
management is the way in can directly and indirectly affect the lives of so many people. Talk about your
subject Enthuse about your subject or specialism. Whilst your qualifications and experience get you through
the door, the personal statement is an important opportunity for you to tell the decision maker who you are and
exactly why you fit that role. The 1, sales representatives at the company had contracted far too many
high-risk, low-profit project orders related to network construction. For over 10 years, I worked as a legal
secretary and also a PA and am particularly interested in the role of people within organisations; managing and
developing them to achieve both business and personal potential. The position requires me to work in close
partnership with the management team, to ensure the provision of a full and comprehensive support to the
frontline technology staff. How is it possible for multi-million pound companies, such as Enron, to go into
liquidation? An idealistic graduate of Dartmouth College, I had imagined that the business world would
provide an excellent learning environment in which to explore and apply my theoretical training Business and
Management Personal Statement My interest in current affairs, politics and the way in which the global
economy operates, has fuelled my intentions to read economics at university. I have excellent interpersonal
skills which allow me to relay business information clearly to my target audience, and can prepare well
thought out, crisp presentations for both individuals or groups. The resultant deficit at Aquent, one of the
world's biggest communications companies, had swollen to nearly USD million and threatened to bring the
company down Elizabeth specialises in education but also writes on many other issues and themes. I choose
these as they are subjects that I both perform well in and which also interest me The school has changed
dramatically in both size and structure in the 12 years since I was appointed. I am now in a position, both
financially and personally, where I am ready and very keen to return to higher education. I believe I have the
tenacity and will to succeed in all that I set my mind to and I look forward to exhibiting this trait at university.
Management Personal Statement My greatest achievement to date was when I was appointed head of the 6th
form Management committee. I have turned it from a minor committee to a thriving active part of my school.
Business and Management Personal Statement I have always been interested in businesses and how they
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operate, as well as being fascinated by other languages and cultural differences My passion for the subject
increased when I chose business studies as part of my main education at school I saw the job for school
business manager at William Farr, and thought that with my training, I could certainly meet the demands of
the financial side, and with the right support, learn the other aspects of the role as I trained. As well as her
regular blogs for eTeach and FEjobs, her books have been published by a variety of publishers and translated
around the world.


